Quotations About Akaash Maharaj

From Members of the Liberal Party

“I’ve worked with some of the best experts in the world, and few of them – if any of them – have the same grasp of the issues as Akaash, or his ability to understand complex political problems and communicate solutions. The way he brings together an insight into economics and a commitment to human values... Akaash is simply one of the finest minds in the Liberal Party.”

The Rt Hon Paul Martin, PC

“Akaash has proven that he has the best qualities of a 21st Century Liberal: he is a practical idealist, a person of high convictions who gets things done.”

The Hon David Peterson, PC

“Akaash is the source of much of the intellectual horsepower in the Liberal Party of Canada. He is a real national opinion leader, and [a] champion for the grassroots.”

The Hon Allan Rock, PC, QC

“Akaash ranks among the most articulate and genuinely passionate communicators in the Party today. He is one of the most effective voices for Liberalism in the country.”

The Hon Brian Tobin, PC
“Akaash is one of Canada’s best and brightest [and] a symbol of the future... The fact that we have someone of his quality playing a leadership role in the Liberal Party proves that we are the Party of the twenty-first Century.”

The Hon Herb Dhaliwal, PC

“Akaash is one of the great leaders in the Party. I’d rather see him in Parliament than in a volunteer role, but either way, the Liberal Party is very fortunate to have him.”

The Hon Dr Rey Pagtakhan, PC

“Akaash is a person of absolute integrity. He is respected by Liberals across Canada.”

L’hon Claudette Bradshaw, CP

From the Press

“Maharaj…speaks with an eloquence the Liberal Party hasn’t heard since Pierre Trudeau’s day.”

Montréal Gazette

“[Akaash is] polished, bilingual…the old Oxford debater has become arguably the best public speaker in Liberal ranks…he's amazingly articulate.”

The National Post

Akaash is “one of the finest minds in the party and is considered by many as one of the most articulate political activists in the country”

Toronto Sun
“Maharaj is erudite.”

*Maclean's Magazine*

“Maharaj…is eloquent and attractive, with a commitment to advancing the public good.”

*The Toronto Star*

“Maharaj is committed to Liberal accountability…he is both a liberal and a Liberal…he wants to become president to change the culture of the party and make it more open.”

*The Whitehorse Star*

“Maharaj wants to see Canadians become more involved, contributing their ideas and holding the government to account.”

*The Halifax Chronicle-Herald*
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